The Law and Business of Rock and Roll

Featuring

Michael A. Olivas

UH Law Center Distinguished Professor
Rock and Roll Aficionado

Wednesday, February 29, 2012
The Armadillo Palace
5015 Kirby Drive

3:00 pm: 2.0 hour CLE presentation pending
5:00 pm: Happy Hour

Tune in to the UH Law Center’s combination of law, CLE and rock and roll!

A LIFELONG AFICIONADO OF ROCK AND ROLL, Michael A. Olivas has written about the subject and follows its developments. Olivas, along with other music industry lawyer-experts, will review BUSINESS ISSUES, including contract disputes; REGULATORY TOPICS, including obscenity ordinances; INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY concerns, including litigation over ownership of songs and judicial notice of lyrics, including clever use of songs in written opinions. A comprehensive visual and musical overview is in store, including a detailed bibliography.

Also presenting: Yocel Alonso ’85
Former Chair, Texas and Houston Bar Association Entertainment & Sports Law Sections
Adjunct Professor of Entertainment Law, UH Law Center

Cover: $30 includes two hours CLE (pending), food and drinkables

To register, email lawalumni@uh.edu.